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Introduction

This article tells the story of the part of America’s westward expansion that funneled through Southwest Virginia. The expansion symbolically began in 1716 when a party of Virginia aristocrats, much later labeled the “Knights of the Golden Horseshoe,” explored beyond the Blue Ridge Mountains. By 1770, the rutted wagon road traversing the region was briefly the most heavily traveled route in all America. In the decades following Independence, hundreds of thousands of Virginians moved westward to newly created states carrying with them their culture and their political institutions. The expansion symbolically ended in 1869 with the driving of the Golden Spike in Utah, uniting America by a transcontinental railroad.

Figure 1. The Great Road and Its Extensions. The route of the Great Road in Virginia is today familiar as the Interstate 81 Highway corridor. “Southwest Virginia” is shaded. From the West Virginia state line to Roanoke County it has been designated “The Great Valley Road of Virginia.” From Roanoke County to the Tennessee state line it is here designated “Virginia’s Great Southwest Road.” To the north, the Great Valley Road connected to the Great Wagon Road to Philadelphia. To the west, Virginia’s Great Southwest Road connected to Daniel Boone’s Wilderness Road across Scott and Lee Counties to the Cumberland Gap at Virginia’s most westerly point. Author’s diagram.
"The Great Southwest Road of Virginia" or "Virginia’s Great Southwest Road" is the author’s newly-coined name for the travel corridor between Roanoke County and Bristol, Virginia (Figure 1). Today that corridor is dominated by Interstate Highway 81. The author uses “Southwest Virginia" to refer to the Virginia counties that lie west of Bedford County and south of Bath County, i.e. the gray-shaded area in Figure 1. Virginia’s Great Southwest Road runs northeast-southwest and bisects Southwest Virginia.

In Virginia, Highway I-81 runs 323 miles from the West Virginia state line above Winchester to the Tennessee state line at Bristol. Recently, Warren Hofstra and Karl Raitz edited a collection of essays titled *The Great Valley Road of Virginia*. Their Great Valley Road of Virginia runs 193 miles from the West Virginia border to the Roanoke County line, and thus to the beginning of Southwest Virginia. There it becomes the Great Southwest Road of Virginia, which continues the remaining 130 miles to Tennessee. Together, the Great Valley Road of Virginia and Virginia’s Great Southwest Road compose the Great Road in Virginia. Or, stated a different way:

The Great Southwest Road of Virginia ⊕ The Great Valley Road of Virginia = The Great Road of Virginia.

Different sections of the Great Road in Virginia have at different times been known by many different names, and nomenclature has been controversial. To its north, the Great Road connected to the Great Wagon Road to Philadelphia. To its west, the Great Road led travelers to Daniel Boone’s Wilderness Road.

The present-day Virginia counties that lie successively (northeast to southwest) along the Great Southwest Road, and their formation years, are Roanoke (1838); Montgomery (1776); Pulaski (1839); Wythe (1789); Smyth (1832); and Washington (1776), which adjoins Tennessee. All were once part of Augusta (1738, organized in 1745, and now much reduced); Botetourt (1769 and now much reduced); and (with the exception of Roanoke County) Fincastle (1772, now extinct).

It was along the Great Road that travelers passed on their way to take up new lives in the regions to the west. Popular-audience books have been written about both the Great Road and the Wilderness Trail. One book on the latter topic carries on its dust jacket the squib “The path of empire in the conquest of The Great West.” And indeed the Great Road and the Trail were a path that led to the conquest of an empire.

By virtue of its cultural and physical geography, Southwest Virginia served not only as a gateway for one of America’s most important internal migrations but also as the key geographic element in the process of nation-building during the early republic. By providing access to the old southwest
in the early national period, the region linked East and West together at a time when many doubted the capacity of a republican form of government to oversee such a vast extent of territory effectively. It is these factors that enable Southwest Virginia to claim a special role in the process of building the United States.

In telling this story the author necessarily relies almost entirely on secondary sources. America’s national westward expansion was a grand epic. Consequently, this article can present only one aspect of the story and does so by focusing on that aspect to the exclusion of almost all others. The challenges faced by a writer who undertakes to compose broad scale, interpretive history were summarized exceedingly well by the late John Whyte who wrote about the difficulty of understanding the history of Ireland as follows:

Even if everyone read all the research; even if everyone was completely unbiased in studying it; even if the amount of research done was far more extensive than it has been; there would still be the problem of comprehending it. The human mind is unable to grasp the full complexity of a social situation. We need an organizing principle, some thread to guide us through the intricacies. Publishers insist on this from their authors. University teachers insist on it from their graduate students. If the organizing principle is not there, the book or thesis becomes just a jumble of facts, which no reader will accept. However, an organizing principle entails emphasizing some theme which the author thinks important so as to clarify reality. That brings with it the inevitable corollary — that other factors, really present, will be de-emphasized so as not to obscure the dominating theme. To organize is to simplify. To simplify is to distort. Writers who simplify reality in order to clarify it are by that very action making sure that the picture they put across is incomplete.

Thus, the author’s guiding thread has been to stand, as it were, beside the rutted wagon road, watch the passing traffic, and consider where it went and what cultural ideas the travelers carried with them. There were, of course, other “thoroughfares.” For example, westward emigration from New England is here omitted, while only slight attention is paid to the northwesterly migration from Virginia to the Ohio country which, beginning after 1760, traveled over the paths of the military roads built by the British Generals Braddock and Forbes during the French and Indian War, and down the Ohio River from Pittsburgh.
Taking a western Virginia perspective on Virginia history has been done before this author by the Virginia Tech historian Peter Wallenstein and others. In an important, and not widely known, paper entitled “The Grinch That Stole Southern History: Anthem for an Appalachian Perspective,” Wallenstein wrote:

It is easy, when the Tidewater region of the South appears to be the center of the universe, to see all southern history from the perspective of that portion of the South. ... That view, that version of the past, fails to specify that it has reference primarily to white men living in the Piedmont or the Tidewater ... Will the Grinch relent? Can “the South” get its history back? That history has been hijacked too long. The place to begin to retrieve it may be to ... survey the southern landscape, ... instead at Mount Rogers, the highest point in Virginia; Clingmans Dome, the highest in Tennessee; or Mount Mitchell, the highest peak in North Carolina. Each is on or west of the Blue Ridge and on or near the Appalachian Trail; each is more than a mile above sea level. The view from each differs much from a Tidewater perspective. ... We could, then, begin our view of the South, our understanding of its history, from a mountain perspective, from a perch somewhere west of the Blue Ridge. Let the plantation country recede in importance — reduce it to life size, down from bigger-than-life. A view from the mountains ... may give us a very different version of many portions of the history of ‘the South’.

The “Grinch” of Wallenstein’s metaphor is the dominant slave-owning, plantation-based, white supremacist view of southern history. The view from Mount Rogers (pictured in Figure 2 and shown on the map in Figure 3) overlooks the Great Southwest Road of Virginia.

Figure 2. Mount Rogers with a light dusting of wintertime snow. This picture was taken from Highway 107 between Saltville and Chilhowie from a spot about two miles north of Chilhowie. The camera view is looking to the southeast and the peak (Virginia’s highest point) is about fifteen miles distant. Virginia’s Great Southwest Road ran from left to right either through or close to modern-day Chilhowie. Author’s picture, December 2006.
Another historian who has spoken about significance of western Virginia history is the two-time Pulitzer Prize winner David McCullough. In the video program shown at the Visitors’ Center at the Frontier Culture Museum of Virginia in Staunton, and speaking of that place, he says:

What started here a long time ago as a hodgepodge of dissenting immigrants evolved into the America of today — a patchwork quilt of many influences and beliefs existing side by side. These diverse immigrants from Europe became the backbone of America. Jamestown may have been the site of the first European settlement in Virginia, but it was here that America took root — here in the Valley of Virginia.\textsuperscript{12}

The most famous proponent of the view of southern history from the backcountry was the Charlotte, North Carolina, journalist Wilbur J. Cash, author of the classic work *The Mind of the South*.\textsuperscript{13} Cash’s biographer Joseph L. Morrison wrote:

Cash was a Southerner who “psychoanalyzed” his native South, who revealed its extraordinary talent for self-deception, and who warned that the South had better wake up and come to terms with the Twentieth Century. Since World War II … Cash’s prophetic book has come into its own. It has been cribbed from, plagiarized, and imitated. It has been cited and quoted endlessly. Nobody has excelled it as a feat of historical interpretation, sweeping in scope, detailing the Southern experience in its totality. Historians are generally agreed that studies of the South today must begin where W. J. Cash left off.\textsuperscript{14}

The author will return to the work of Wilbur Cash later in this article.

Two frequently cited sources for this article have been: (1) The book *Bound Away: Virginia and the Westward Movement* by David Hackett Fischer and James C. Kelly, which began as a catalog for an exhibition at the Virginia Historical Society to mark the centenary of Frederick Jackson Turner’s thesis concerning “The significance of the frontier in American History,”\textsuperscript{15} and (2) The book *Steps in the Expansion of Our Territory* by the statistician Oscar P. Austin, which was published in 1903 and contains many useful and interesting maps that collectively provide a clear overview of the building of the American nation.\textsuperscript{16} Additionally, in describing the people who traveled through Southwest Virginia, this article includes many citations of books and scholarly articles about the region and thereby serves as an overview of Southwest Virginia’s history prior to 1800. A good Internet
source of detailed information, the presentation titled “Encountering the First American West,” provides a useful overview of the westward movement.17 The main page, titled “The Ohio River Valley, 1750 – 1820,” consists of 15,000 pages of original historical material documenting the land, peoples, exploration, and transformation of the trans-Appalachian West from the mid-eighteenth to the early nineteenth century.18 Among the many works cited in the endnotes to this article are two heavily-footnoted, modern academic works that deal with the theme of this article: the third edition of the book The Trans-Appalachian Frontier: People, Societies, and Institutions, 1775 – 1850 by Malcolm Rohrbough19 and the long article “The Significance of the Trans-Appalachian Frontier in Atlantic History” by François Furstenberg.20 Modern historians who study the Virginia frontier tend to place it within the context of a larger Atlantic world. Valley of Virginia historian Warren Hofstra has recently published a critique of the present state of historical studies of the Virginia frontier.21

The author has adopted the chronological approach in writing the article and in the earlier sections describe in some detail the opening of the Great Southwest Road. In the later sections the author paints with a broader brush and recounts the formation and settlement of new states during the first half of the eighteenth century.

Before 1513:22 Prehistory

During the prehistoric period, American Indians traveled the trails of Southwest Virginia on their trade and hunting expeditions. A map (Figure 3) showing those trails prior to the arrival of Europeans in the Americas was published in 1925 by William E. Myer.23 Controlled by topography, principal Indian trails in the region ran along a northeast–southwest axis, just as do today’s highways and railroads.

Compared with many other regions of the country, there is relatively little professionally-obtained archeological evidence from Southwest Virginia. Much of what is professionally known comes from a broad survey of the region.24 However, from the anecdotal evidence it is clear that the Saltville–Chilhowie region was a major trading center during the protohistoric period.25 The author’s work has documented a rich material culture from the region that has escaped the purview of the professional archeologists.26 One of the few roadside monuments to the prehistoric people of the region (in Tennessee) is shown in Figure 4. There are no monuments in Virginia’s southwest region that commemorate American Indians.
1513 – 1570: Spanish Contacts

Spanish influence made itself felt in Southwest Virginia by around the middle of the sixteenth century. Hernando de Soto and his army passed to the south of the region in 1541 and Juan Pardo’s subordinate Hernando Moyano was likely in the region in 1567. By this time, or soon after, an
observer would have seen Indians carrying European manufactured goods passing along the Great Southwest Road.

Spanish trade goods perhaps reached the region directly from one of these two expeditions, or more likely made their way along Indian trade networks, being carried into the region along the trails by Indian travelers. Formal archeology tells that Spanish glass beads were recovered during excavations in Radford (the Trigg site) and in the Roanoke Valley (the Graham–White and Sawyer sites). Relic collectors tell that blue Spanish glass beads were recovered at sites they excavated in Chilhowie. These Chilhowie beads were sold and are not available for study, but two Chilhowie residents confirm that they saw them before they were purchased by dealers.\textsuperscript{28}

It is just possible that the English-speaking sailor David Ingram traveled through Southwest Virginia around 1570. Ingram was set ashore on the Gulf coast of Florida following the Spanish attack in 1568 on Sir John Hawkins' fleet. He walked, perhaps via inland Indian trails or perhaps along the seaboard, to the Canadian maritime coast where he found a French ship which returned him to Europe.\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{1570 – 1700: Disease and Colonization}

For the period of disease and colonization, it is hardly possible to write any history of the American Indians of western Virginia, or indeed most of the Southeast. This time has become known as the "forgotten centuries," an appellation taken from the title of a collection of essays that discussed the difficulty of writing documentary history for the period.\textsuperscript{30}

American Indians lacked immunological resistance to common European diseases such as diphtheria, influenza, measles, smallpox, and typhus. Thus, the infection of Indians occurred almost at the moment of first contact. European diseases were quickly taken into the interior by Indians traveling from the coast whereupon waves of disease epidemics occurred among Indian populations who had never themselves met a European. Definitive numbers are impossible to establish, but typical estimates are that more than 90 percent of American Indians were killed by European diseases during this period.\textsuperscript{31}

The problems faced when attempting to write an Indian history of the Southeast for the forgotten centuries have been eloquently described by the Yuchi historian Woktela:

\begin{quote}
The muddled mess that is the agglomerated remnant culture of Post Contact Indigenous America can tell us little of these peoples as people. The confusion and duress of population collapse followed by years of
\end{quote}
being drawn into the bloody politics of the European factions mostly destroyed the fabric of the original culture(s). One must look deeper in time to the pre-Contact period before the Contact holocaust in order to sort out the peoples and diversity of the subcultures involved in the Southeastern Mound building culture. It is only here that a meaningful understanding of these tribes may be had without the churning influence of Contact’s chaos. Sorting out the agglomerated tribes and cultures post contact is rather like trying to appreciate a house after it’s been flattened by a tornado. The fragments are torn asunder and spread about and are not likely to ever be sorted out and properly reassembled into anything like the house of which they were once a part.

Colonization of North America, or at least the exploration and opening of the continent, was largely undertaken by the Spanish and the French.

For over a hundred years after the foundation of their colony, Virginians clustered around the rivers and inlets of the Chesapeake Bay. In 1650, the English-settled areas of the Virginia/Maryland and New England colonies, separated by the Dutch in the Hudson River Valley of New York, were small compared to the vast areas of French and Spanish land claims in North America. The regions claimed in North America by five different European nations in 1650 are shown in Figure 5.

One can see clearly from Figure 5 that European exploration of western Virginia came late compared to other parts of North America. The explanation of this relative lateness of exploration in the Middle Appalachian

Figure 5. North America 1650. Showing European land claims arising out of exploration and occupancy. See the description in the text. The star near the center of the map shows the approximate location of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. Map much modified from Nathaniel Wright Stephenson, 1913.
region is its topography, as illustrated in Figure 6. Using the St. Lawrence River as a route to the American heartland, French explorers, missionaries, and traders were far west of the Appalachian mountains by the 1660s. Virginians, on the other hand, were “Shut off by the Appalachians and unconnected to the South’s river system,” so “Virginia in the Mississippian and colonial eras had little impact on the region beyond the Jamestown colony’s traders, who generally did not go farther than the Cherokee in the southern Appalachians.”

A map with delimited regions of political claims, such as that shown in Figure 5, tells only part of the story. In Figure 6 the political boundary of Virginia from 1784 to 1863 is outlined on the underlying topography. Topography is often a key to understanding history, and the Appalachian mountain chain was a great impediment to the early traders and settlers going to western Virginia. This map shows that the Appalachian barrier could be crossed by west-bound travelers at only a few points. Virginia’s Great Road ran southwesterly along the eastern edge of the barrier with branches off it to the several crossing points. The three principal crossing points were (and still are) the New River route north to Ohio, the Cumberland Gap overland route west to Kentucky, and the Holston River route southwest into Tennessee and beyond.

The earliest English speakers who we can say with some certainty traveled at least a portion of the Great Southwest Road were Thomas Batte and Robert Hallam in 1671. These men had been sent west by Abraham Wood from his trading station at Fort Henry (at modern-day Petersburg) to explore and seek Indian trade contacts. However, despite the efforts of Wood and others, Virginia trade through Southwest Virginia did not develop for another 50-60 years after Batte and Hallam’s journey. The first English-
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speaking traders who likely made use of Virginia's Great Southwest Road probably came from [South] Carolina. Wood's efforts notwithstanding, the English advance into the South was actually spearheaded by the Charles Town (Charleston, South Carolina) traders who sought deerskins and slaves in an aggressive policy of expansion. In the lower South this expansion brought them into competition with the French and thereby to the important realization that the English colonies were at risk of being encircled by the French.37

1700 – 1730: Governor Spotswood and Indian Trade

Only after the arrival of Lieutenant Governor Alexander Spotswood in 1711 was much attention paid by Virginians to the western regions of their colony.38 A well-trained English soldier, Spotswood understood the global reach of the British Empire and realized (like the Carolinians before him) that French presence and control of the inner part of the continent, along the corridor of the St. Lawrence and Mississippi rivers, threatened permanent constriction of the Virginia Colony to the coastal plain.39 As part of a newly implemented western policy, in 1714 the Virginia Assembly passed the “Act for the Better Regulation of the Indian Trade,” which provided for the establishment of the Virginia Indian Company in which Spotswood became the leading investor. In 1716 Spotswood personally led an expedition party of leading Virginians, to which history gives the colorful name of “The Knights of the Golden Horseshoe,” across the crest of the Blue Ridge Mountains to the Shenandoah River Valley near modern-day Elkton.40 This trip sensitized Virginians to the possibility of westward expansion, and within a few years they were seeking to establish new western counties. By 1718, an Indian Company train of 70 deerskin-laden packhorses had returned from the Cherokee country, though we do not know the route they traveled.41

After the Knights of the Golden Horseshoe expedition, Spotswood reported the strategic situation to the Board of Trade in London and made recommendations for Virginia’s western settlement and occupation:

... that the French by their trade and forts had surrounded the British plantations, and could engross the whole fur trade, harry the back settlements with Indians, and by widening their own settlements so as to join Louisiana with Canada could possess themselves of any of the British plantations. He recommended, therefore, that while the countries were at peace, settlements be made in the western region, and that the passes in the mountains be occupied. This far-sighted report
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lays out for us at the start the policy which proved on the whole the controlling one, of encouraging western settlement in order to get the fur trade, and protect the colony against the Indians and the French.\textsuperscript{42}

Settlement at the northeastern end of the Great Valley Road began in the late 1720s with that locality soon becoming a center for raising cattle. Cattle drives from the northern Shenandoah Valley to Philadelphia were one of the earliest uses of the Great Valley Road,\textsuperscript{43} although the cattle traveled in the opposite direction to the settlers. No doubt the very first “Cowboys and Indians” conflicts occurred along the road at this time.

It is not possible to know exactly when packhorse caravans began to travel the Great Southwest Road; however, it must have been between 1728 and 1740. William Byrd II, who was about the business of surveying the boundary line between Virginia and North Carolina, was near present-day Martinsville, Virginia in October 1728. He knew that the then-current packhorse route from Tidewater to the Cherokee country was a long detour and thought that the Virginia Assembly should seek “a shorter cut to carry on so profitable a trade.” He bemoaned that he could not himself seek the route because “want of bread and weakness of our horses hindered us from making the discovery,” and wrote before turning back eastward on October 29, 1728:

Our traders are now at the vast charge and fatigue of traveling above five hundred miles for the benefit of that traffic which hardly quits our costs. ... I am persuaded [a route exists] half the distance that our traders make it now. ... [Its] discovery would certainly prove an unspeakable advantage to this colony, by facilitating a trade with so considerable a nation of Indians. ... Our traders at that rate would be able to undersell those sent from the other colonies so much, that the Indians must have reason to deal with them preferable to all others.\textsuperscript{44}

A report from Judge John Haywood of Tennessee states that twelve years after Byrd wrote the above, the shorter route Byrd believed existed had been found and put to use.

Mr. Vaughan, who lived as late as the year 1801, in the county of Amelia, in Virginia, was employed about the year 1740, as a packman to go to the Cherokee Nation with some Indian traders. The country was then but thinly inhabited to the west of Amelia; the last hunter’s
cabin that he saw was on Otter River, a branch of Staunton, now in Bedford County, Virginia. ... The trading path from Virginia, as he describes it, proceeded nearly upon the ground that the Buckingham road now runs on, and to the point where it strikes the stage road in Botetourt County; thence nearly upon the ground which the stage road now occupies, crossing New River at the fort, at English’s [Ingles] Ferry, onward to the Seven Mile Ford, on the Holston; thence on the left of the line, which now forms the stage road, and near the river to the north fork of the Holston, and crossing the same at the ford, where the stage road now crosses it [and into Tennessee]. ... This was an old path when [Vaughan] first saw it, and he continued to travel upon it, trading with the Indians, until the breaking out of the war between the French and English nations about the year 1754.45

So here with Haywood’s report we have the first description, albeit at secondhand, of the route of the Great Southwest Road in 1730. Today it is mostly guesswork as to where the packhorse trail ran, although it probably followed the Great Indian Warpath in Southwest Virginia. Figure 7 shows an image of a possible modern-day remnant of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road.

Figure 7. A possible remnant of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road at coordinates 36.791072, -81.731122 north of the equator and east of Greenwich. This site is on private property owned by B. B. Huff about two miles west of Chilhowie (shown on the maps in Figures 1 and 3) near Hutton’s Creek between the present-day railroad and I-81/Route 11 (which hereabouts run adjacent to one another). The Indian Fields pictured in Figure 9 are about a mile distant from here. Author’s picture, March 2009.
1730 – 1753: Settlement in Augusta County and Down Virginia’s Great Southwest Road

During this period the seeds of future nation-building were planted in the funnel that Southwest Virginia became for people moving westward.

We come now to the first time period when Virginia’s Great Southwest Road is historically well-documented. Settlement from about 1740 onward, and the taking up of land claims, have been described by F. B. Kegley in one of a number of now-standard books of western Virginia history. Governor Francis Fauquier summarized the history of the 1740s’ land grants along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road in a letter to the Board of Trade in London in 1764.

Around 1740, possibly a decade earlier, Virginians began to think of their Great Southwest Road as a segment of a continuous route that ran from Pennsylvania and Maryland down their western frontier (map in Figure 1). The concept of a frontier highway was certainly crystallized by 1744 when the “Indian Road by the Treaty of Lancaster” from Philadelphia to the Yadkin River (a distance of 435 miles, much of which was contiguous with the Great Valley Road) was formally adopted as part of the treaty.

Figure 8. The recreated “1740s American Farm” at the Frontier Culture Museum of Virginia in Staunton. The interpretive sign in front of this cabin begins: “Settlement of America’s Appalachian River Valleys began in the late 1720s. The colony of Virginia enacted land policies to attract settlers to create a buffer of Protestant farmers on the colony’s western frontier....”. Also seen here to provide scale is the author’s frequent coauthor Ryan Mays. Author’s picture, 2011.

The first-ever grant of land-ownership in the Valley of Virginia (at its northeastern end) was made by the soon-to-be exiled Charles II in 1649, in the form of the Northern Neck Proprietary, to Lord John Culpeper and six others. Lord Thomas Fairfax became the sole proprietor in 1685 when he married Culpeper’s granddaughter and heiress. It took over 150 years
for the boundaries of what came to be called Fairfax Grant to be finally litigated. Squatters were probably in the Valley by as early as the 1720s, and legitimate settlers were there by 1731.49

By 1730 Tidewater Virginians were quickly expanding into the piedmont and forming new counties: Spotsylvania (1720), Goochland (1728), and Orange (1734).50 Early grants of land along the Great Valley Road of Virginia included those to Jost Hite, who was settled on Occoquan Creek at the northeast end of the Valley Road in 1731, William Beverley's 60,000 acre grant in 1734 for land in present-day Rockingham County, and Benjamin Borden's grant of 1735 for land in present-day Rockbridge County (the Borden tract).51

Virginia Council member William Beverley of Essex County in August 1736 obtained his so-called Beverley Manor grant (also known as the Irish tract) of 118,491 acres in the vicinity of modern-day Staunton52 (Figure 8). In the Valley, these so-called grants of land were not outright grants, but rather orders from the Virginia Council empowering the recipients to distribute land on behalf of the colony.53 Beverley's leapfrogged the James River expansion, linked the upper and lower sections of the Great Road, and brought the long-lasting and dominant Scotch-Irish connection to Virginia and the American South. Subsequently, Scotch-Irish people and their descendants made an enormous impact on Virginia and U.S. history. Henceforth, our discussion of Virginia's Great Southwest Road is intimately bound up with the Scotch-Irish story.54

The Scotch-Irish connection began more or less by accident. During the 1730s William Beverley formed some type of business relationship, tobacco shipping and perhaps smuggling, with James Patton — a ship captain who had likely been born in the northern part of Ireland. The author has recently published two papers (coauthored with Ryan Mays) that explore the rise of James Patton and his relationship with Beverley.55 Consequent to the relationship, Patton brought settlers to Beverley Manor (Beverley's land grant), where Patton quickly rose to prominence and prosperity. In 1745 (surprisingly speedily) Patton received his "Great Grant" of 100,000 of acres of land to be taken up piecemeal on the "Western Waters" (i.e., in the Mississippi watershed) and along Virginia's Great Southwest Road.56 Among the many pieces of land surveyed for Patton were Draper's Meadows near present-day Blacksburg, Kilmacronan57 near Chilhowie (Figure 9), the Aspenvale property near Marion, and the salt lick property at Saltville. John Buchanan (who later became Patton's son-in-law) was making surveying trips to this region as early as 1742.58
Figure 9. The Indian Fields near Chilhowie. Viewed from the back yard of the Kilmacronan House on the David Johnson Dairy Farm looking toward the Northeast. The Middle Fork of the Holston River runs behind the tree line in the center of the picture. Fort Attakullakuila was built near here in 1761, and was quite likely on this very spot. Author’s picture, October 2011.

The grand sweep of the eighteenth century Scotch-Irish story in America has been famously told by David Hackett Fischer in his book Albion’s Seed. Unfortunately, Fischer focuses almost entirely on Carolina settlement and neglects the story of western Virginia. For example, he devotes only a single sentence to James Patton whose Great Grant, as noted, was the first colonial endowment of land in the Mississippi River watershed.

It is axiomatic that the great western migration of Americans was about the travelers’ search for land and the new life that went with land acquisition. Two books that describe the way western land was taken up by Virginians are the older work Western Lands and the American Revolution in 1937 by the Virginia historian Thomas Perkins Abernethy and a newer work, Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Land, published in 1992 by the New York City businessman Daniel Friedenberg. Opening of land in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio established settlement and cultural patterns for American national expansion and thus for the entire western tier of states. Historians of the Ohio Valley have particularly well-documented the land lust which one historian has called “the alchemy of property.”

Settlement of the New River Valley, a hundred miles down the Great Road from Staunton, was well under way by 1750, with deer skin traders such as Adam Harman (a German) having already been on the New River for six or more years. In addition to the Scotch-Irish, many people of German origin made their way into Southwest Virginia. There are a number of books that tell the story of these German settlers. Harman reached the
New River in the 1740s. German Sabbatarian brethren from Pennsylvania established themselves in 1745 at Mahanaim (also known as Dunkard's Bottom and under today's Claytor Lake). Samuel Stalnaker of German stock was settled on Virginia's Great Southwest Road fifty miles beyond the New River near present-day Chilhowie by 1749; he was likely located near the place pictured in Figure 8. The well-known explorer and land magnate Thomas Walker traveled the length of Virginia's Great Southwest Road in 1749 on his way to Kentucky, becoming the first person we definitely know to have traveled the entire length of Virginia's Great Southwest Road. Walker's journal records that he helped Stalnaker put up a cabin near present-day Chilhowie on the 24th of March, 1749:

We went to Stalnaker's, helped him to raise his house and camped about a quarter of a mile below him. In April 1748 I met the above mentioned Stalnaker between the Reedy Creek Settlement and Holstons River, on his way to the Cherokee Indians, and expected him to pilate me as far as he knew but his affairs would not permit him to go with me.

In the summer of 1751 the desire for Virginia trade brought the Cherokee leader Attakullakulla up Virginia's Great Southwest Road from Tennessee all the way to James Patton's home near the Augusta County Court House. A group of Cherokees who had recently settled in the Holston Valley found their trade lines to South Carolina stretched, while the alternative French traders from the Mississippi region offered only costly goods. Thus, after sending word to James Patton that they wanted a conference, in July of 1751 Attakullakulla and a party of thirty-one Cherokees traveled from East Tennessee up Virginia's Great Southwest Road to meet Patton. Patton took a delegation of some of those Cherokees to Williamsburg where they met with Lewis Burwell, the Virginia Council President and acting Governor. After several weeks of negotiations the Council responded favorably to the proposal for Cherokee trade, and Attakullakulla and the others returned to Tennessee via Virginia's Great Southwest Road in September with the prospect of Virginia trade to come.

1754 – 1775: Virginia's Great Southwest Road Becomes a Thoroughfare

During this period the first trickle of nation-building people passing through Southwest Virginia began.
The French and Indian War (or Seven Years’ War)\(^6\) which began in 1754 was called by Winston Churchill “the first world war.”\(^7\) Most of the fighting during the war took place along the corridor from New York to Canada and in the St. Lawrence basin. For Virginians, most of their action in the war revolved around the struggle for the Ohio country and its controlling point, the Forks of the Ohio (present-day Pittsburgh). Nonetheless, the sheer scope of the war influenced Virginia’s Great Southwest Road.

Planning and building forts along the Virginia frontier were features of the war. Louis Koontz lists and describes eighty-one such forts stretching all the way from western Pennsylvania to eastern Tennessee.\(^7\) Five of these forts are along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road (MacNeal’s Fort at Roanoke, Fort Lewis at Salem, Fort Vause at Shawsville, Fort Frederick at Mahanaim, and Fort Chiswell at Wytheville). They are shown on F. B. Kegley’s map titled “The Virginia Frontier 1759.”\(^7\) In 1756 the 24-year-old George Washington traveled the frontier at the order of Governor Dinwiddie selecting sites for forts and readying frontier defenses. Kegley’s map shows Washington traveled the northeast portion of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road.\(^7\) One fort he visited was Fort Vause; the historic marker now at that site is shown in Figure 10.

**Figure 10.** The Fort Vause Historic Marker in Shawsville, Montgomery County, Virginia. The concluding sentence of the narrative on this marker reads: “George Washington inspected Fort Vause in October 1756 during his tour of Virginia’s frontier defenses.” Author’s picture, April 2009.

The first military action mounted from Virginia’s Great Southwest Road, and the colony’s only independent action during the entire French and Indian War, was the disastrous and abortive Sandy Creek expedition led by
Andrew Lewis with William Preston, William Fleming, other officers, and a force of 340 men, including fifty Cherokees. The expedition departed from Fort Frederick in February 1756 intending to attack the Shawnee villages in Ohio. It returned six weeks later shattered and starving and having reached no farther than the vicinity of present-day Matewan, West Virginia.\(^7\)

Later in 1756, Andrew Lewis traveled down Virginia's Great Southwest Road from Augusta to Tennessee with sixty men and a hundred "beeves" to build the Virginia Fort at the Cherokee head town of Chota (Chote), on the Little Tennessee River, some 30 miles south of present-day Knoxville. This group was the first armed force of significant size to travel the entire length of Virginia's Great Southwest Road. Lewis and his men went under orders from Governor Dinwiddie, whose principal objectives were to provide a protective base for Cherokee women and children, and to release the Cherokee men for service to support the British campaign in the Ohio country, and to counter French influence on the Cherokees.\(^7\)

The major opening of Virginia's Great Southwest Road from the New River Valley all the way southwest to the future Tennessee came with the Cherokee War of 1760 - 1761, which brought an army into Southwest Virginia. Along its way, the Virginia army constructed forts. The war was caused when Cherokee relations with the Virginians and South Carolinians deteriorated in the late 1750s. In Fall 1759 the Cherokees rose up, provoked by the encroachment of white settlers on their land, by increasingly unfair treatment from the deerskin traders, and by falling deerskin prices. Initially, the Cherokees pushed back the line of frontier settlement by a hundred miles or more. However, the situation was soon reversed when Britain responded with two successive summer attacks into Cherokee territory. These attacks came from two directions as shown in Figure 11. The attack from the southeast was made by British regulars (mainly Highland regiments) who had been shipped to Charleston, South Carolina, from New England. Overcoming vigorous Cherokee resistance these troops engaged in what today would be termed "ethnic cleansing." The attack from the northeast was made by a Virginia army led successively by William Byrd III and Adam Stephen. The Virginia army never reached the Cherokee homelands, getting only as far as the Long Island of the Holston River, at present-day Kingsport, and never engaging in any actual Indian fighting.\(^7\) Units of Stephen's force, led by Andrew Lewis and William Fleming, literally cut their way down Virginia's Great Southwest Road, thereby truly opening it. At the newly-constructed Fort Robinson at Long Island,\(^7\) on 20 November 1761 Adam Stephen signed a peace treaty with the Cherokees.
Also present at the treaty signing at Fort Robinson was a force of 500 North Carolinians under the command of Colonel Hugh Waddell. They had joined the Virginians at Chilhowie and marched with them to the Long Island of the Holston where “The rich and beautiful lands which fell under the eye of the North Carolina and Virginia pioneers under Waddell, Byrd, and Stephen, lured them irresistibly on to wider casts for fortune and bolder explorations into the unknown, beckoning West.” Thus, many of the men who served in the army, having seen the fine land prospects in the region, later became among that region’s earliest settlers. With its concluding treaty, the Virginians’ campaign of 1761 formally brought Southwest Virginia for the first time into the orbit of world politics. The significance of the Cherokee War in the opening of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road is large and generally not well-appreciated.

Fort Robinson was named by Adam Stephen in honor of John Robinson, who simultaneously occupied the offices of Treasurer of Virginia and Speaker of the House of Burgesses. Robinson, one of the three partners who owned the lead mines in Wythe County, committed suicide in 1766, and after his death it became known that he had severely abused his authority. Carl Bridenbaugh wrote: “A very good case can be made for the view that Speaker John Robinson’s illegal loans of £100,000 of retired currency to insolvent planters were a desperate attempt to save the Virginia
aristocracy from economic ruin." The Robinson affair turned the eyes of the financially-stricken Virginians westward, to the prospect of riches from land ownership and land sales. Many hoped they could recoup their fortunes by profits in western land speculation and thereby accelerated western exploration, land acquisition, and subsequent migration. William Miller wrote:

Many were not saved by Robinson's largesse. But even among those who crashed, perhaps especially among them, the vast West beckoned more beguilingly than ever, and Virginians' visions of landed wealth grew feverish enough, as Washington's and Jefferson's did, to encompass the entire continent and indeed the entire hemisphere.

The French and Indian War formally concluded with the Treaty of Paris, signed by Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal in February 1763. The treaty ended the European struggle for eastern North America and excluded the French from all but a few minuscule islands near Newfoundland. The Spanish, who had assisted the French in the war, ceded their Florida territories to Britain. Thus, in 1763 all territory east of the Mississippi River and north of the Great Lakes became Britain's. In October of that same year George III issued a proclamation redrawing the interior boundaries of North America and defining new political jurisdictions for the French- and Spanish-ceded lands. The newly-drawn provinces of east and west Florida were created in formerly Spanish territory, Quebec was created in formerly French territory, and trans-Appalachia was designated as an area of Indian reserve where land grants were forbidden (Figure 12). The British acquired half a billion acres of new territory in North America in consequence of the treaty, and faced the complex problem — that they never solved — of administering, organizing, and controlling this territory.

The treaty created the so-called "Proclamation Line" as the boundary between the thirteen colonies and the newly-created "Indian Reserve." In western Virginia, the Proclamation Line follows the eastern continental divide. Thus, the Shenandoah and James River basins could be legally settled, while the basins of the New and Holston Rivers could not. The King had forbidden settlement west of the Roanoke River basin. These changes affected the use of Virginia's Great Southwest Road because the Proclamation Line crossed it in present-day Montgomery County. Travelers on Interstate 81 cross the Proclamation Line at the top of Christiansburg Mountain, near mile marker 118.
Historians refer to 1763 – 1776 as the period of the Imperial Crisis. François Furet has recently said this period “began, like the French crisis before it, on the imperial periphery: at the crest of the Appalachians, where imperial authorities found themselves squeezed between the conflicting demands of the rebellious Native and settler populations.”

The period is known popularly for issues and events in the prelude to the American Revolution such as the Stamp Act, “No Taxation Without Representation,” and the Boston Tea Party. But the much less well-known events along the Virginia frontier also carried their sway in Williamsburg.

In the wake of the 1763 Proclamation no western land claims could be legally made. Despite the prohibition on land acquisition, actual and attempted land procurement were rampant; it is a paradoxical period. Land companies proliferated, and speculators in England and the Virginia oligarchs, through their agents, lobbied in London for land grants and made deals to carve out big areas of land in the colonies. Meanwhile, ordinary people just kept on trekking west and asserting “tomahawk” rights to land they marked by cutting notches on trees. Ordinary people simply ignored the Proclamation, though it is difficult to more than guess at the numbers of persons who did so. “Land, land, land” were the watch words for many Virginians of both low and high rank during these years. As mentioned above in connection with the John Robinson defalcation, high-ranking Virginians sought land to sell at a profit and pay off their debts to British merchants. George Washington regarded the Proclamation Line as merely a temporary inconvenience to his western land speculations.
Already, early in this period the shadow of the coming Revolution lay on the land. In the outcome, most of the hoped-for large western land grants to private companies were obviated by the success of the Revolution. By any account, whatever was in the minds of the Bostonians, it was the acquisition of western land that provided a major impulse for the Revolution in Virginia. Two other key features of this period were the ongoing conflict among settlers and American Indians, which was fierce and brutal, and the improvisation of local political arrangements such as the compact entered into by the Watauga settlers (Figure 13). One of the more paradoxical aspects of this paradoxical period is that Virginia continued the process of county formation in the Indian Reserve. Thus Fincastle County, which included the land of the entire present-day state of Kentucky, was formed in 1772.

![Figure 13. The Sycamore Shoals of the Watauga River near present-day Elizabethton, Tennessee. Virginians traveled here via their Great Southwest Road. Near here the Watauga compact was made in 1772 when Richard Henderson and his associates purchased Transylvania in 1775, and here the Overmountain Men assembled in 1780 on their way to the Battle of King's Mountain. Author's picture, 2008.](image)

As noted above, Carl Bridenbaugh wrote that the Great Philadelphia Wagon Road (and by extension Virginia's Great Southwest Road) in the years before the Revolution was the most heavily traveled road in all America, with more vehicles jolting along it than all other main roads combined. Here's how the historian of the U.S. State Department has described why the route became so heavily used:

With the official end of the [French and Indian] war, Anglo-American colonists began to pour over the Appalachian Mountains in search of land. Many of these settlers had no official claim to the land as local Indians had made no land cessions, and in many cases, the land was claimed by private land companies. The Virginia elite had invested heavily in these companies in an attempt to diversify their holdings...
outside of the volatile tobacco market and thus had an interest in pressing the British Government to address ensuing tensions.

The settlement of the lands west of the Appalachians brought inevitable tension and conflict between settlers and indigenous peoples. British military officials attempted to halt settlement but eager settlers and land speculators ignored their directives. With the military unwilling to forcibly remove settlers from the lands, Anglo-American colonists continued to migrate west and lay claim [to] these lands.²

Also in the historical mix during this period of paradox were land grants made to individuals in recompense for military service. During the eighteenth century the Virginia Colony owned abundant western land while simultaneously having limited funds. Thus the colony used land bounties to induce and encourage military service and land grants to reward and compensate for already-given military service. In the outcome, few awardees of such lands ever took their land up in person. Rather, an active speculators’ market developed in the purchase, consolidation, and resale of land. Speculators’ land sales accelerated western migration and brought travelers down Virginia’s Great Southwest Road.

The final logical extension of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road, all the way to the Blue Grass country of Kentucky, was initiated in 1775 by Daniel Boone. On 14 March 1775 North Carolina judge Richard Henderson and his associates in the Transylvania Company made their “Transylvania purchase” from the Cherokee Indians at the Sycamore Shoals of the Watauga River (Figure 13). This purchase, later challenged by the Virginians, brought Henderson the northern part of the future state of Tennessee and most of the future state of Kentucky. By the time the purchase document was signed, Daniel Boone was already at a blockhouse near Moccasin Gap in Virginia (Figure 14). With him were about three dozen men ready to begin the hard work of making a trail through the forest by chopping down saplings and vines, tossing aside fallen timber, bridging sinkholes with logs, and cutting through cane brakes. Six weeks later Boone and his axmen were 200 miles to the northwest having cut Boone’s famous Wilderness Road and planted a settlement at Booneborough.³ Overland travelers along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road traveled from Moccasin Gap to Cumberland Gap and beyond. Boone’s venture, together with John Donelson’s 30-flatboat, 60-family river convoy from Kingsport to Nashville in 1780,⁴ began the tangible process of nation-building via Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. A useful summary of the early settlement and history of northeast Tennessee has been published in a biography of Andrew Jackson.⁵
1775 – 1804: Revolution and the Founding of the States of the Upper South

During this period the westward flow of people along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road became a torrent.

During the Revolution, Virginia’s Great Southwest Road continued to serve as a route to the south and west, and many settlers used it. However, with the exception of the skirmish between the settlers and the Cherokee at Island Flats (near Kingsport) in 1776, no consequential military action occurred along its path. The single significant military use of Virginia’s Great Southwest Road during the War was by the so-called Overmountain Men in October 1781. These were the patriots from Southwest Virginia and East Tennessee who organized themselves into a fighting force, marched to King’s Mountain at the border of North and South Carolina, and defeated a Tory force under the command of Patrick Ferguson. Thomas Jefferson called the battle of King’s Mountain the “turn of the tide” of the War of Revolution. Today, the annual recreation of the march of the Virginia Overmountain men begins at the Aspenvale Cemetery near Marion, Virginia, and is followed by a muster at Abingdon, Virginia, both located on Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. The entire Overmountain force assembled at the Sycamore Shoals of the Watauga (Figure 13) and consisted mainly of men of Scotch-Irish extraction.

After the Revolution the period of nation-building began in earnest. So now, with Virginia’s Great Southwest Road fully operational, so to speak, we will turn from considering the detailed history of how it was established to a broad brush discussion of how it served for nation-building.
Two critical issues for the young Republic in the 1780s were: How would western land be controlled? And how would it be developed? Describing this time period, historian Peter Onuf wrote:

After the Revolution, American policymakers looked west with mingled expectation and anxiety. They entertained high hopes for the growth of national wealth and power through expansion of settlement and addition of states. At the same time, in darker moments, they feared that the opening of the West would release energies that might subvert social order and destroy the union. Images of anarchy and disorder in postwar America were drawn from, and projected onto, the frontier. Semisavage “banditti,” squatters, and land speculators were seen spreading over the western lands. European imperial powers—British to the north, Spanish to the south and west—supposedly stood ready to exploit frontier disorder and Indian discontent. The success of the American experiment in republican government thus seemed to depend on establishing law and order on the frontier. 101

This issue of how to deal with western land first arose during the process of the original 13 states adopting the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union, which they did in 1781. During that process, some states which had no western land claims refused to join the Union until those states with such claims agreed to cede them. “Maryland was especially insistent upon this and it was her sturdy refusal to accept the Articles of Confederation without this precedent that finally led to this action.”102 The manner in which the ceded land would be turned into new states was addressed in the summer of 1787 by the “Ordinance for the Government of the Territory of the United States, North-West of the River Ohio.” This so-called Northwest Ordinance was an important piece of legislation that determined that the United States’ central government would be sovereign and that the development of western lands would take place by the formation of new states to be admitted to the Union when ready. The Northwest Ordinance geographically demarked the regions (basically north or south of the Ohio River) in which slavery in newly-admitted states would be either permitted or forbidden. The Northwest Ordinance was adopted in July 1787. The Constitution, which formalized the Ordinance, was adopted in September 1787 and fully ratified in May 1790, when Rhode Island acted. With the legal framework for nation-building established, the stage was thus set for it to begin.

Under the terms of the Treaty of Paris of 1783 with the British, which concluded The War of Revolution, the United States received generous
treatment and the British ceded vast areas of land to the newly-independent nation. From these lands, many new states would eventually be carved and the nation built. In 1783, Virginia claimed all the land from her western frontier to the Mississippi River, had an uncontested claim to northern land between Lake Superior and Lake Michigan and between Lake Michigan and Lake Huron, and had contested land claims with Massachusetts and Connecticut around lower Lake Michigan. By 1784 Virginia had ceded all these claims, as eventually would all 13 original states cede theirs as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Western Territory Relinquished by the Original Thirteen States and Virginia in 1784. Map modified by the author from Oscar Austin, 1903 page 85. For a much more detailed examination of the evolution of the political boundaries of Virginia see the work of Charles Grymes.103

With the conclusion of the Revolution, the pre-War trickle of westward migration became a mighty flood — a great wave of optimistic self-transplantation:

After the Revolution the Republic attracted a new class of foreign visitors. They were not casual tourists but serious students of American institutions who hoped to find in the New World a clue to the future of the Old. Of all the many sights they saw in the United States, none surprised them more than the human flood of migration that flowed westward from seaboard states to the interior of the continent. What most amazed them was not the magnitude of the movement, or the vast distance that it spanned, but the spirit in which it was undertaken.

“The active genius of the Americans is always pushing them forward,” Brissot de Warville observed in 1788. “After they have spent some time on any piece of land, they move on to another where they
hope to do better.” On the road in Maryland, he passed a convoy of wagons heading across the mountains. “These caravans had an appearance of gaiety that surprised me,” he wrote. “Apparently for Americans a migration to a place several hundred miles away is no more serious than moving from one house to another and is taken in the spirit of a pleasure party!”

The people in this flood traveled with many motives, but to acquire land and obtain a new and better life were motives that they all probably shared. Other motives would have included a desire for freedom of political choice, lessened influence of government on their lives, and to gain free exercise of religion. Even while the War of Revolution was still taking place, people headed west, as illustrated by the above-mentioned Donelson expedition to Nashville, and the “Travelling Church” to Kentucky. The tenacity and toughness of the members of these groups is very evident in the documentary record.

Between 1784 and 1802, in a drawn-out process, the original thirteen states all ceded their western lands to the common Union. Virginia, acting promptly, ceded its western lands in 1784, establishing the borders of the state that would last until the Civil War and the separation of West Virginia. The process of admitting new states to the Union (Figure 16) began in 1791 with the entry of Vermont, a non-slave-holding state, in anticipation of the admission of slave-holding Kentucky, which was admitted the following year. The admission of slave-holding Tennessee followed in 1792 and was counterbalanced in 1803 by non-slave-holding Ohio. Examination of the map in Figure 16 will show why the location of the Great Road of Southwest Virginia made it a thoroughfare of nation-building. It pointed the way to Kentucky and Tennessee and later to the entire Deep South.

The surveying of Kentucky lands by William Preston’s Fincastle surveyors had begun as early as 1774. Some of these surveys were for military grant lands as far west as the Falls of the Ohio (present-day Louisville, Kentucky). Because Preston lived at the Smithfield Plantation, in what was then Fincastle County, his surveyors traveled Virginia’s Great Southwest Road on their excursions to the future Kentucky and Tennessee.

With the states of the Upper South admitted to the Union, and with the purchase of the Louisiana territory accomplished in 1803, next would come the flood of people along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road to the Deep South.
1805 – 1854: Founding of the States of the Deep South

During this period a great flow of enslaved Americans joined free Americans traveling down Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. Late in this period the Cumberland Gap turnpike was planned as a second roadway through Southwest Virginia and mostly completed by 1841.107

States added to the Union during this period were: Louisiana, 1812; Indiana, 1816; Mississippi, 1817; Illinois, 1818; Alabama, 1819; Maine, 1820; Missouri, 1821; Arkansas, 1836; Michigan, 1837; Florida and Texas, 1845; Iowa, 1846; Wisconsin, 1848; and California, 1850. Figures 17 and 18 (based on Oscar Austin’s maps) graphically show the process of state formation. During this period Virginia’s Great Southwest Road remained a conduit for white settlers. However, at this time it also became a conduit for slaves being exported from Virginia to the Deep South, which placed Virginia’s Great Southwest Road in the context of a great national debate as Clack, et al. describe:

As the free society of the North and the slave society of the South spread westward, it seemed politically expedient to maintain a rough equality among the new states carved out of western territories. In 1818, when Illinois was admitted to the Union, 10 states permitted slavery and 11 states prohibited it; but balance was restored after Alabama was admitted as a slave state. Population was growing faster in the North, which permitted Northern states to have a clear majority in the House of Representatives. However, equality between the North and the South was maintained in the Senate. … In 1819 Missouri, which had 10,000 slaves, applied to enter the Union. Northerners
rallied to oppose Missouri's entry except as a free state, and a storm of protest swept the country. For a time Congress was deadlocked, but Henry Clay arranged the so-called Missouri Compromise: Missouri was admitted as a slave state at the same time Maine came in as a free state. In addition, Congress banned slavery from the territory acquired by the Louisiana Purchase north of Missouri's southern boundary."

Figure 17. States Admitted to the Union 1812 – 1821. Maps embody the most literal and graphic demonstration of nation-building. The map was modified by the author from Austin 1903, page 169.

Figure 18. States Admitted to the Union 1836 – 1845. There were four states admitted: Arkansas (1836), Michigan (1837), Florida (1845), and Texas (1845). Map modified by the author from Austin 1903, page 169.

Until after 1805 the story of Virginia's Great Southwest Road belonged to people overwhelmingly of European descent and with white skins. But there is another part of the story that belongs to people of African descent with black skins. It is the story of the Cotton South and of slaves traveling
along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. The process of nation-building in America was inextricably bound up with slavery. To again quote Clack, et al.:

Slavery, which had up to now received little public attention, began to assume much greater importance as a national issue. In the early years of the republic, when the Northern states were providing for immediate or gradual emancipation of the slaves, many leaders had supposed that slavery would die out. In 1786 George Washington wrote that he devoutly wished some plan might be adopted “by which slavery may be abolished by slow, sure and imperceptible degrees.” Jefferson, Madison and Monroe, all Virginians, and other leading Southern statesmen, made similar statements. ... The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 had banned slavery in the Northwest Territory. As late as 1808, when the international slave trade was abolished, there were many Southerners who thought that slavery would soon end. The expectation proved false, for during the next generation, the South became solidly united behind the institution of slavery as new economic factors made slavery far more profitable than it had been before 1790.109

As late as 1773, George Washington was importing bales of cotton to his Mount Vernon plantation from the Old World. For centuries, cotton had been grown only in regions such as the Nile and Indus valleys; at the time of the Revolution, New World cotton production was minuscule. That situation changed dramatically after the invention of the cotton gin by Eli Whitney in 1793. This invention, combined with the vast acreage of cotton-suited land in the South, quickly led to skyrocketing production using slave labor. From 1790 to 1860 U.S. cotton production rose over one thousand-fold. Meanwhile, the US slave population rose from 640,000 to 3,950,000, or six-fold.110

Virginia, which has only a small area of land suitable for cotton growing, became a major source of the slaves sold into the cotton belt of the Deep South (Figure 19), where the well-watered river valleys of the American southern coastal plain are ideally-suited for cotton growing. During this first half of the nineteenth century an estimated half million slaves were sold away from Virginia to the owners of cotton plantations. Virginia originating slaves were marched overland in “coffles” down Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. On a trip to Virginia in 1853, the Pennsylvanian Lewis Miller sketched in watercolors (Figure 20) a slave coffle heading down the Valley turnpike south of Staunton and commented “I was Astonished at this boldness, the carrier Stopped a moment, then Ordered the march.”111
Figure 20. A slave coffle. This image was reproduced in the *Smithfield Review* in 2001 in an article by Phillip D. Troutman. The *Review* editors noted the article presented a vivid picture of the transportation of human cargo through Southwest Virginia and made good use of the relatively scarce first and secondhand accounts of these “melancholy journeys.” The same image is also used in Fischer and Kelly’s *Bound Away.*

Here is how the depression-era Writers’ Program of the Works Project Administration in the State of Virginia estimated the number of slaves who went west:

After 1808, when Negroes could no longer be legally imported from Africa, Virginia became a breeding place for slaves needed in the cotton country. ... In the decade from 1830 to 1840, when slave trading was at its height, Virginia’s Negro population dropped from 517,105 to 498,829, although Frederic Bancroft assumes that the natural increase of slaves during the decade must have been about 24 percent. Bancroft places the yearly exportation at 11,793, a figure that checks closely with Thomas Marshall’s estimate in 1830 of an exportation from Virginia of 10,800 Negroes.\(^{113}\)

Much, probably most, of this traffic passed along Virginia’s Great Southwest Road. Wilma Dunaway wrote:
Global demand for cotton spurred in the United States the largest internal forced migration of slaves that has ever occurred in world history. For that reason, slave trading was pervasive throughout the South. As part of the exporting upper South, Appalachia lay at the hubs of the national slave trade routes. Contrary to popular mythology and much scholarly romanticism, southern Appalachia was neither isolated from nor culturally antagonistic toward the interstate slave trade. From poor white to local sheriffs to wealthy elites, numerous Appalachia households participated directly or indirectly in the interstate trafficking. Only a small minority of Appalachians may have exported black Appalachians directly, but local merchants and nonslaveholding farms benefited from the economic spin-offs from that trade. Thus, every court house, even in those counties with tiny black populations, sported its own slave auction block, and the movement of slave coffles and speculators is easy to document in regional newspapers.\textsuperscript{114}

Fischer and Kelly give a chapter-long account of African American migration from Virginia\textsuperscript{115} and conclude that “The migration of black Virginians had a profound impact on the future of their nation.” Slave narratives record some individual stories of forced migration. For example, the slave James Williams, who was born on a tobacco plantation in Powhatan County, Virginia, in 1805, was sent to Alabama where he endured a number of years in a fearful situation on a cotton plantation before escaping north and eventually across the Atlantic to Liverpool.\textsuperscript{116}

In an attempt to estimate the number of white Virginians who went west during the first half of the nineteenth century, Fischer and Kelly analyzed the earliest available statistical data which bears on the matter and comes from the 1850 census data table titled “Places of Birth of the White and Free Colored Population of the United States, 1850.” This table shows the numbers of “white and free colored” persons living in other states than Virginia where they had been born. The census does not record the places of birth of slaves, so their westward movement cannot be tracked in the same manner as that of white and free colored persons.\textsuperscript{117}

Detailed analysis of the 1850 census data tells a good deal about the westward flow of Americans. In 1850, five states had populations of over a million: New York (3.1 million); Pennsylvania (2.3 million); Ohio (1.9 million); Virginia (1.4 million of which 0.5 million were slaves); and, Tennessee (1.0 million of which 0.24 million were slaves). The counts of out migrants (free persons born in those states but living in other states) were New York (547,000), Pennsylvania (422,000); Ohio (295,000); Virginia
Figure 21. Out Migration from Virginia. The numbers shown in each state are the count in that state of the number of “white and free colored” persons who were born in Virginia, with data taken from the 1850 census. The map is based on the one found on page 139 in Bound Away. The author has shaded Virginia and added counts for all of the thirty then-existing states. The thickness of each of the black arrows gives a rough impression of the numbers of persons moving.

(388,059); and, Tennessee (241,600). Given Virginia’s much smaller white and free colored population compared with New York and Pennsylvania, Virginia’s number of out migrants is exceptionally large. Two-thirds of the out migrants from Virginia were concentrated in the five states of Ohio (86,000); Kentucky (55,000); Tennessee (47,000); Indiana (42,000); Missouri (41,000); and Illinois (25,000). Many of these migrants likely passed through Southwest Virginia — probably most of those who went to Tennessee and Kentucky, and perhaps a few who went to Ohio. Almost half (45 percent) of Pennsylvania’s out migrants went to Ohio. In 1790, some Pennsylvanians heading for Ohio might conceivably have traveled the Great Road; by 1850 direct routes were available, though Pittsburgh and Cincinnati were not linked by rail until the 1860s. Out migrants from New York went principally to the northernmost tier of states, with Wisconsin and Michigan receiving over a third of the New Yorkers. Out migrants from Ohio went mainly to Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, and Wisconsin. Out migrants from Tennessee went mainly to Arkansas, Mississippi, Illinois, and Texas. Out migrants from Kentucky went mainly to Missouri, Indiana, and Illinois. Out migrants from Massachusetts, the most populous of the New England states, went to New York and the nearby states of New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont, as well as a modest number to Ohio. It is clear from the census data that even as late as 1850 the Great Southwest Virginia Road remained important — particularly for the transport of enslaved Americans.
The Ideas the Virginians Carried Down Virginia’s Great Southwest Road

Fischer and Kelly sum up the westward, nation-building migration of the Virginians as follows:

Altogether, the movement beyond Virginia was one of the largest migrations in American history. No other state could match it, in terms of magnitude, duration, range, variety, and complexity. ...Virginians were quick to plant colonies on the best soil that lay beyond the Mississippi. They peopled the fine planting land of Missouri’s Little Dixie. They took leading roles in Texas, California, and the opening of the Rocky Mountains, where cities bear the names of such Virginians as James Denver and Jesse Reno.¹¹⁹

If the life and works of a single individual can symbolize and recapitulate Virginia’s westward expansion, then Stephen F. Austin (1793 – 1836), known as “the Father of Texas,” is probably that individual. He was born in Wythe County (Figure 22) near the lead mines, and at the age of four was taken to Missouri where his father found a new lead-mining opportunity. Trained as a lawyer, he was elected a member of the legislature of the Missouri Territory. Austin moved on to the new Arkansas Territory after a business reverse and became a judge there. Austin later moved on to Louisiana, and in 1821 successfully settled the future state of Texas with 300 U.S. families.

Figure 22 The Stephen F. Austin Memorial Park in Austinville, Virginia. Today, the Texas flag flies here in a rarely-visited region of Wythe County. The place was once important for the lead that the mines near here produced. Author’s picture, 2009.
Perhaps even more prominent than Austin was Sam Houston (1793–1863). Houston was born in Rockbridge County, Virginia, of Scotch-Irish lineage. He was elected Governor of Tennessee in 1827, emigrated to Arkansas in 1829, and was later President of the Republic of Texas (twice), U.S. Senator for Texas after it joined the Union, and Governor of Texas. The city of Houston is named after him.\footnote{120} Fischer and Kelly in *Bound Away* call the aggregate of ideas that the Virginians carried down their Great Southwest Road the Virginians' "Cultural Legacy."\footnote{121} These authors include in that legacy relatively mundane aspects of culture such as architectural styles and patterns of land use, including details of the Virginia systems of field design and fence-building. They also include major aspects of culture such as slavery, attitudes towards class stratification, and the exportation of Virginia political institutions and laws.

Fischer and Kelly also tell of some of the men (history says less about the women) who carried Virginia culture to the newly-forming states. Among such men were: John Breckinridge (1760–1806) a Staunton-born, prominent and wealthy Albemarle County lawyer who removed to Kentucky, became Speaker of the Kentucky House and founded a family dynasty with his grandson John C. Breckinridge becoming a United States Vice President; William Henry Harrison (1773–1841) was born in Tidewater Virginia, became a member of the rich and powerful "Virginia Clique" in central Ohio and after a successful political career became U.S. president in 1841; in Tennessee, John Sevier (1745–1811) born in Newmarket, Virginia, who moved to East Tennessee in his mid-twenties, became a notorious Indian fighter, gave important service at the battle of King's Mountain, was four times elected Governor of Tennessee, and once of the lost state of Franklin. The list of such successful Virginia transplants to the west is very long and their influence on the future course of the growing nation was correspondingly great.

Men from western Virginia also emigrated. In 1775, sixteen men from western Virginia signed the Fincastle Resolutions.\footnote{122} Of these sixteen, Arthur Campbell moved to Kentucky where he died in 1811; William Christian moved to Kentucky in 1785 and was killed there by Indians the following year; William Preston (as mentioned above) directed the first surveys of Kentucky and had a grandson who earned the sobriquet "Kentucky's Last Cavalier"\footnote{123}; William Russell's son moved to Kentucky where Russell County is named for him; Evan Shelby's son, Isaac, became Governor of Kentucky; Daniel Smith took up a military land grant in Sumner County, Tennessee, in 1790 and was once appointed (to replace Andrew Jackson) and once elected as United States Senator for Tennessee; and Stephen Trigg
moved to Kentucky in 1777 to be killed at the Battle of Blue Licks in 1782. Five of the sixteen Resolutions signers went west and others had prominent western descendants. The exodus of the Virginians created a rich cultural and political heritage to be adopted by the new states of the Deep South.

To understand more about Virginians’ cultural legacy to the nation, it is valuable to read Wilbur J. Cash’s *The Mind of the South,* published in 1941, the year its author died. Despite the book being over seventy years old, and despite its being severely criticized over the intervening years, coauthor of *Bound Away* David Hackett Fischer says:

Cash’s book, for all its flaws, remains a very great book indeed. For anybody who is interested in the hillbilly South, it remains the indispensable guide — a veritable Baedeker to the boondocks. And anybody who is interested in Southerners has to know about hillbilly Southerners.

In line with our perspective in the present article, viewing history from astride the great thoroughfare of southwestern Virginia, Fischer also says that Cash’s perspective has been unkindly called the “Hillbilly view” of Southern history. For Cash, “the man at the center” of Southern culture was the man who scratched out his living on an Appalachian hillside. The inhabitants of the other Souths are seen at a distance, like people from a mountain top.

With this present article, also written with a hillbilly view, the reader is encouraged to visit (or revisit) *The Mind of the South.* Particularly recommended are chapter 1, “Time and Frontiers,” in which Cash defines the notion of the Virginia Cavalier and who he was, and chapter 3, “Of an Ideal and a Conflict.” The ideal is the Virginia planter aristocracy as nobility and of the southern woman as ideal creation. The conflict is the one with the Yankees. Cash argues that Virginia became the model for the newly growing nation and tells a fine tale of how the culture of Virginia conquered the South. It is a complex book that remains controversial 70 years after its publication.

On 2 October 1856 the arrival of a steam locomotive at Bristol, Virginia and Tennessee, was greeted by cannons, two bands and 8,000 spectators. The Great Southwest Road of Virginia had finally been supplanted.
In conclusion, the author notes that history tells us that Southwest Virginia has often been a place for people to go through rather than to go to. Today, the region is at the center of a great “X” made by Interstate Highways I-77 and I-81. The Clinchfield Railroad, completed only a century ago, still links Florida to Chicago and the Midwest. Orthogonally to that route, just this past year, the Norfolk Southern Railroad completed its “Heartland Corridor,” linking the port of Norfolk to Chicago with two-tiered freight train service through tunnels with heightened ceilings or lowered floors.

Southwest Virginia has long been, and to a fair degree remains, the Nation’s Thoroughfare.
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